OUR MEMBERS

WHY JOIN US
We promote trade and investment.
We organize conferences, workshops
and B2B meetings.
We provide networking opportunities and 		
essential business information.
We enhance cultural ties.
We give advice about tailor-made tourism.
We help in partner search, matchmaking.

Cultural and gastro occasions
Hungarian Day in the iconic gastro palace of Oslo,
Mathallen. Visitors got a glimpse of Hungarian
flavors by tasting various dishes and wines while
acquainted with many beautiful spots of Hungary.
Guests experienced a brilliant live presentation of
the Hungarian folk dance by the Bartók Folkdance
Group.

“ Coming together is a beginning.
Keeping together is progress.
Working together is success! “
Henry Ford

We monitor tenders to help you find the
best opportunities.
We provide direct link to appropriate
entities for your business.

HOW TO JOIN US
The HNCC is intended to embrace a wide circle of
companies of all sizes and a variety of sectors, as
well as individual members. The HNCC services are
rendered by membership categories and benefits.
Members pay an annual membership fee.
There are the following membership categories:
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Embassy of Hungary
Oslo

…and further fellow members.

If you would like to join us, please visit our website,
complete and submit the application form.

individuals,
start-ups,
corporate members,
medium sized companies,
premium/founding members.
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CONTACT
www.hncc.no
e-mail: info@hncc.no
Phone: +47 941 47 476
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HNCC HIGHLIGHTS
The HNCC was established in 2016 upon the
initiative of – and with the participation of 11
business entities - the Embassy of Hungary to
Norway, in Oslo. Since then, the HNCC has been
organising up to 10 events annually including
business matchmaking, gastro and touristic
events, supporting women’s entrepreneurships,
start-ups, smart city and IT forums.
Here are the highlights of our best practices:

WHO WE ARE

WHAT WE DO

The Hungarian-Norwegian Chamber of Commerce
(HNCC) is an independent, non-profit association
established to promote bilateral trade, commerce,
industry, tourism, manufacturing, professional and
all other business activities between Hungary and
Norway.

OUR PURPOSE
Our purpose is to provide a platform for exchange
and networking opportunities for the members
as well as to promote their interests to key
decision makers and to help develop economic
and commercial relations between Hungary
and Norway.
The HNCC has close relations with appropriate
entities in Hungary and strives to raise awareness
of Hungary and Norway as a source of business
partners and new products, as well as excellent
opportunities for investment and accessible
markets.
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We organize events, workshops, conferences,
seminars, meetings, study trips, science forums
to facilitate collaboration and knowledge transfer
and in general, to provide members with updated
information about political, economic, cultural
and/or legislative issues relevant to business
and commerce.
Our aim is to bring business entities
together to facilitate cooperation by organizing
forums for networking. Additionally, it is our goal
to provide ongoing information on the effective
business rules and regulations, know-how of doing
business both in Hungary and Norway, programs
of important fairs and exhibitions. The HNCC has
representatives in both countries to foster and
provide direct support for businesses.
Our Chamber attempts to have a formalized
cooperation framework with regional chambers
and associations such as the Hungarian Chamber
of Commerce and Industry, the Oslo Chamber of
Commerce and the Smart Cities Norway etc...
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Business events
E-Health conference in Oslo with the participation
of 42 doctors from 13 Hungarian hospitals. Experts
from significant multinational, Norwegian and
Hungarian companies delivered presentations
at the conference where business people
participated. In addition, study visits to several
Norwegian hospitals and an e-Health technology
demonstration were prepared.
Brainnovation scientific workshop and a
business forum took place in Stavanger with
cooperation of the Stavanger University Hospital
for identifying common fields of research in
dementia, Alzheimer and Parkinson diseases, to
unify efforts and knowledge of physicians and to
go ahead jointly with product development.
The event exceeded the expectations and as a
result, the Norwegian-Hungarian Medical and
Health Science Cluster was also established.
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Study trips
Business trip to Hungary was organised for our
members to get to know each other and to find
business opportunities. Participants listened
to informative lectures on doing business, legal
options of establishing companies, furthermore
export, import and touristic opportunities.
A study tour to the Norwegian premises of one
of our members, to Pilot Flight Academy was also
arranged, during which valuable information were
provided on the actual state of the Academy’s
planned new investment in Hévíz.
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